
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BALI EXOTIC TOUR 

TYPE: SHARING TOUR 
MIN PARTICIPANT: 2 PEOPLE 
DURATION : 3 DAYS 
PICK UP TIME: 08.00 – 08.30 
RETURN AROUND: 20.00 

DAY 1: 
TENGANAN  Bali aga village is occupied by Bali aga people, descendants of the original Balinese who inhabited 

Bali prior to the Majapahit arrival. The village is surrounded by a wall, and consists basically of two rows of identical 
houses stretching up the gentle slope of the hill.  
TAMAN UJUNG is an extensive, picturesque and crumbling ruins of a once-grand water palace complex. Taman 

Ujung is unique with old omissions and beautiful fish ponds that surround its premises, while keeping the high 
value history of the empire of Karangasem in East Bali. 
TIRTA GANGGA WATER PALACE is a maze of pools and fountains surrounded by a lush garden and stone 

carvings and statues. The gardens of this Bali water palace show a unique mix of Balinese and Chinese architecture. 
The water in the pools are coming directly from mountain’s natural spring. 
AMED is famous for its beaches, lined with traditional outrigger fishing boats. There is quite coarse black volcanic 

sand at Amed village beach. Amed has some good snorkeling within meters of the shore. A reef follows the majority 
of the coastline and is quite close in. 

DAY 2: 
LEMPUYANG  is a complex of temples that speckles a trail leading to the top of Mount Lempuyang, a holy 

mountain. At the lowest temple, a fantastic “gateway to heaven” greets visitors. Looking through the gate on a 
clear day reveals Mount Agung framed within its sides. 
BEJI TEMPLE is a large and beautiful temple complex in the village of Sangsit in North Bali. The timeworn 

structures and walls within the temple complex are exquisitely contrasted by the manicured green lawns and 
tropical gardens. Shrine bases and the white sandstone walls surrounding the temple are covered in foliage-like 
carvings e.g. vine motifs or figures of flowers, a feature that can only be found in northern Bali. 
BRAHMA VIHARA ARAMA is the biggest Buddhist monastery of Bali, situated up in the hilly land of Banjar 

village. It covers a hectare of hillside, with a number of meditation rooms, libraries, beautiful gardens, and an 
impressive miniature of the largest Buddhist archaeological site of the world, Borobudur, on its highest location. 
BANJAR HOT SPRINGS are set in the midst of the jungle in a beautifully landscaped tropical garden. There are 

three main pools which the springs have a sulfur content of 26% and a temperature of ± 38 ° C which is perfect for 
healing (healing process). PLEASE BRING CHANGING CLOTHS 
LOVINA BEACH owns beautiful of calm sea water, blackish chromatic sand. Lovina’s black sand beaches are quite 

lovely and lend themselves well to exploration on foot at a leisurely pace. The sea is very calm here and is safe for 
swimming. The feeling on the beaches is one of laid-back tranquility with small, colorfully decorated traditional 
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outriggers along the shoreline. Beautiful panoramic of sunset with the silhouette effect of the dock nearby the 
beach as the extra point plus for the beach. 

DAY 3: 
DOLPHIN WATCHING Lovina Beach is the famous tourist place in north part of Bali with the spectacular of 

Dolphin Watching Tour on the calm seawater. By using traditional outrigger boat going further to the ocean 
watching the dance of Dolphins. 
GITGIT WATERFALL is 10 km south of the city of Singaraja, the water falls are 700 m from the main road or 

parking area. Following down steps of concrete path, line souvenir stalls along the path. Git git water fall has a 40 
m single drop, Along the path leading to the object you will see paddy fields ,clove, coffee and other plantations. 
ULUN DANU BRATAN is one of water temple on Bali. The temple complex is located on the shores of Lake 

Bratan in Bedugul, the mountain lake resort. Lake Bratan is the second largest lake in Bali, and is the source of 
irrigation for rice fields and plantations across the entire Bedugul Village. The main reason for Ulun Danu Beratan 
Temple’s popularity is that it floats on the lake. 
JATI LUWIH has been known as the largest rice terrace landmarks in Bali. It offers a beautiful view of contoured 

rice terraces irrigated using an impressive communal water system developed by Balinese farmers. The lush green 
paddy fields cascade in terraces from the upper reaches of volcanoes down to the deep valleys below as if sculpted 
from the mountain side. 
TANAH LOT means Land in The Sea, a perfectly fit name for its unique offshore settings. The temple is perched 

high on the rock, facing the wide open ocean. In the same area, next to Tanah Lot Temple you may find Batu Bolong 
Temple. It is another extraordinary sea temples build upon a jutting rock cliff. Batu Bolong means “hollowed stone”, 
depicted from its obvious characteristic. This stunning sea temple provides a spectacular silhouette to any sunset 
backdrop. 

PRICE: IDR 2.200.000/PERSON 

INCLUDED: AC coach, English speaking driver, Dolphin Trip, 2N twin shared standard room, Parking fee, Mineral 
water 
EXCLUDED: Entrance fee, Meals, Insurance 

 


